List of games sold and prices :
Architecto- $40
Have you ever wanted to build structures with different objects?
Do you love solving puzzles? If you answered yes to both these
questions, then this game is for you! Architecto will challenge
even the most experiened builder. This hands-on game is full of
progressive puzzles that will engage children in deep problem
solving and 3 dimensional thinking.

Equilibrio- 40$
Have you ever wanted to build structures that stand tall against
all odds? Do you love solving puzzles? If you answered yes to
both these questions, then this game is for you! Architecto will
challenge even the most experiened builder. This hands-on
game is full of progressive puzzles that will engage children in
deep problem solving and 3 dimensional thinking.

Tangramino- 40$
Do you love playing with tangrams? You will absolutely love
tangramino if you enjoy challenging your visual spatial sense.
Puzzles are progressive and certainly require you to think outside
the box!

Artistix- $35
Let the artist in you shine with this game! Artistix is
colourful and engages everyone to create beautiful
pictures with colorful shapes. Try to replicate the
many puzzles involved or create a puzzle for your
friend to solve!

Dig it! - $30

So you think you have strong visual spatial skills? Think
again…This game will challenge even the most
gifted spatial thinker. With dig it, diging a bone is
certainly not dog’s play 

Archelino- $30

Can you place the animals in the right order and
facing the right way with few clues? Help Noah fill his
arch with all his crew!

Crazy office- $30
How can you make sure all the people working in the
same office survive their day? Place them in the right
cubicle following the clues! This game is both
engaging and challenging it certainly help
developing the logical thinker in all of us!

Mango Tango- $30
Can you make the toucans happy? Can you place
them in order to have equilibrium? This game is
fantastic tool to teach children about equality and
what it means to have the same on each side!

Monster Brunch - $30
Helping monsters eat the right food and sit next to the
right person can certainly save the monster brunch!
Can you use the clues and think logically to make sure
everyone is happy? Monster Brunch will challenge you
with plenty of logical puzzles to solve!

Smart Cookies- $30
Helping monsters eat the right food and sit next to the
right person can certainly save the monster brunch!
Can you use the clues and think logically to make sure
everyone is happy? Monster Brunch will challenge you
with plenty of logical puzzles to solve!

Zoologic $ 30

Are you good with logical puzzles? This game is a great
way to test your skills and to challenge yourself. It is
colourful and fun! Make sure the cat is not next to the
mouse!

Taiga - $30
How good is your memeory? Can you outperform your
friend in finding the last animal in the pile? This game is
played with 2-5 players.

Racoon- $20

Can you build a path for the racoon to get to his
strawberry? Use your wit to place the paths in a way to
ensure the racoon can walk on a path to reach his
snack.

Speedy words- $15
Who will be the first one to name a movie, a plant? This
game will check who can name something begining

Quick Quick - $15
Are you good at finding patterns? This game will check
your skills!

Last mouse lost – $10
These games are both
engaging and fun for
people of all ages.
Figuring out how not to
be the last one standing
will be your biggest
challenge!

Go Bong! - $10

